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SUMMARY

A wind tunnel investigation was conducted to determine the effect of

leading edge modifications on the stall characteristics of a swept planfornr

wing. The modifications consisted of openings in thi leading edge which

generated a vortex pattern over the wing surface.

The force/ moment results showed that a 33 percent increase in stall

angle of attack could be achieved with the leading edge modifications. A

maxin-iunx lift coefficient comparable to that of the baseline wing was also

achieved with the modifications. Evidence of interference between the modi-

fication-generated flow field and the wind tunnel upper surface indicated that

these high angle of attack results are a conservative evaluation of the inodi-

fication's lift enhancement potential. The nose up pitching moment at stall

was moderated by the leading edge modifications and no increase in drag

occurred below 19 degrees angle of attack.

Preliminary flow visualization results indicate that these force/

moment characteristics associated with the leading edge modifications

are cau'sed by vortices formed on each side of the modification opening.

The test results indicate that the leading edge mnodifications have the

potential for increasing the maneuvering capability and stall mnargin of air-

plane flight operations. P"..
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FOREWORD

The work described in this report was performed by the Aircraft

Research Laboratory of The University of Michigan for the Naval Air

Systems Command, Washington, D. C. and David Taylor Naval Ship

Research and Development Center, Bethesda, MD under Contract Number

N900167-80-C-0058. The research program was undertaken under the

technical cognizance of Mr. D, G, Kirkpatrick (NAVAIR-320D) and

Dr. T. C. Tai (DTNSRDC-1606).
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1. INTRODUI)GION

An exploratory research progranm was conducted by the Departmecnt

of Aerospace Engineering at The University of Michigan in which wing

leading edge modifications were studied for stall alleviation properties.

These modifications were openings in the leading edge of the wing. The

openings tested in the exploratory program were an outgrowth of the1

rectangular shaped openings used by Dr. R. Kroeger in his stall rnodifi- 1

cation research (references 1,2). The opening geomnetry of the modification

used in this exploratory program differed from those used previously in

that wing stubs and smooth surface contouring were added to the original

opening. These modification features will be discussed in later sections

of the report.

The force/ moment data obtained in the exploratory study showed

that an improved lift capability could be obtained with the new leading edge

opening configurations. Relative to the unniodified wing, the leading edge

opening modification results showed an increase of 20 percent in G a

with a 95 percent increase in stall angle of attack. No significant change 1

in pitching moment was observed and below 12 degrees angle of attack the

modified wing showed no increase in drag.

Some preliminary work was also done in the exploratory study to

identify a relationship between lift characteristics and the niodification

opening geometry. This study showed that predictable changes could be

made to the lift vs a curve with changes in the modification opening

"geometry. This lift curve tailoring was used to maintain a positive lift

.A
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curve slope from 0 to 40 degrees with the straight planfornm wing wind

tunnel model used in the exploratory study,

These results provided the motivation to explore the applicability

of the leading edge modification openings to the swept planform wing.

The swept wing program was designed to study the high angle of atta Ik

lift enhancement capability of the leading edge mnodifications when incorpora-

ted on a 30 degree swept planform wing. Drag and pitching moment data

was recorded to evaluate the changes caused by the modifications to these

parameters. The first three weeks of the research program were used to

continue two studies begun in the initial exploratory st-udy. These studies

dealt with the lift characteristics associated with changes made in the Size

and shape of the straight wing leading edge opening geometry.

_Z &



2. DESCRIPTION OF WIND TUNNEL MODEL AND
DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM

2. 1 Models

2. 1. 1 Straight Planform Wing

This model was the same as that used in the exploratory research

study. It was a semispan wing attached to a circular endplate . 91 rn in

diameter. The planform of this wing had the following characteristicF:

1. S .63 ni

2. C- ,47 mn

3. b 1.32 m

4. X = 1

5. A 0

6. Washout 2 degrees

The airfoil section consisted of a leading edge cuff attached to a.

65z. 415 airfoil. A sketch of this section is shown in figure 1.

The model was constructed with an alumninum spar and frame. Foam

material was used as a core with a fiberglas cover to provide a smooth,

durable exterior surface. This model was mounted on the vertical post of

the wind turnel balance system by a tripod attachment as shown in figure 2.

The angle of attack was adjusted by means of a motor driven worm gear

system which raised or lowered the front attachment strut of the tripod

m-nount.

A rectangular opening 13. 33 cm wide by 8. 89 cm deep was cut into

the leading edge of the wing model. The inboard edge of this gap coincided

with the mid-sernispan location. Another rectangular gap 6. 81 cm wide

and 8. 89 cm deep was cut into the wing root leading edge. Insert blocks,

i3



having an identical cross section as the rectangular block which was

removed, were mounted into the leading edge gap of the wing. Mylar

tape and spackling compound were used to attain a smooth attachment

between the insert and wing surface.

The desired modification opening was cut into the insert blocks. Thus

each insert block had a unique leading edge modification opening configura-

tion. The test results discussed in this report will be identified with the

inserts used, in the wing model, for each test configuration. The features

of these insert openings will be discussed in the report with the nomenclature

given in the generalized planform view of figure 3. A summary of the leading

edge configurations discussed in this report are given in Appendix A and B.

Figure 4 shows the leading edge inserts used in the straight planformr

wing study.

2. 1.2 Swept Planform Wing

The model for this investigation was a semispan wing attached to a

circular endplate with a . 91 m diameter. The planform of this wing had the

following characteristics:

1. S= .6Z in 2

2. C .55m

3. b= 1.14m

4. X =

5. A 30 degrees

6. Washout = 0 degrees

The wing model airfoil section was identical to that of the straight

wing model described previously and shown in figure 1.

J.AZ . . * -~. **--4



The model was constructed of wood. Plywood was used for the core

and mahogany for the exterior material. Numerous applications of sanding

sealer and paint provided a smooth exterior surface. The wing was mounted

on the wind tunnel balance in the same manner as the straight wing model.

The leading edge of the swept wing model was divided into ten equal

segments. Each segment was numbered consecutively from the wing root

outboard. This arrangement is shown on the planform sketch of the swept

wing model in figure 5. These leading edge segments were cut as necessary

to accommodate the insert and location stipulated in the test plan. Other

details of the insert blocks and their associated modification opening con-

figurations have been discussed previously in the straight wing model section.

Figure 6 shows the leading edge inserts used in the swept wing research

program.

2.2 Data Acquisition

The wind tunnel used to conduct the tests of this study was a 1.52 by
t

Z. 13 meter, closed return tunnel having a contraction ratio of 15. Test

t speeds up to 76 meters/second can be achieved.

The tunnel is equipped with a six-compouent, external balance system

located below the floor. Models are mounted on a vertical post that extends

through an opening in the test section floor to a paralielogn-m linkage system

which applies the model force/ moment components to separate strain gage

beams. The imbalance in voltage at each strain gage bridge is read by a

millivolt meter and displayed in digital form on the master console. The

strain gage output can also be recorded on paper tape and processed through

5 [
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the data reduction program of a NOVA 840 minicomputer. This program

incorporates standard wind tunnel corrections, as described in references

3 and 4 and reduces each data point to coefficient form.

The force/ moment coefficient versus angle of attack plots obtained

in this study were generated by data recordings taken in 2 degree intervals

up to 20 degrees and then up to 44 degree'3 in I degree intervals. The plots

shown in this report are duplications of the computer plots with identification

symbols added at significant points on the respective curves.

'U
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3. WIND TUNNEL TESTS

3. 1 Striht Planformn Wing

The straight planform wing model was used to continue the investi-

gation, of two modification opening parameters, in the exploratory study.

These two parameters were the chordwise opening size and the shape of

the modification opening.

In the exploratory study an initial opening of 1. 11 cm was tested

A subsequent test series was conducted with opening sizes of 1. 91 cm,

2. 54 cm, 3. 18 cm and 3.81 crn. The insensitivity of astall and CL shown
max

in the results with increasing opening size indicated that chordwire openings

of less than 1. 11 cm were possible without significantly degrading these

lilft parameters. Thus a test series was conducted in this study with an

initial chordwise opening size of . 16 cm. Subsequent chordwise openings

were tested at . 32 cm, . 48 cm, . 64 cm, and . 79 cm. The modification

insert was designed so that each successive opening was cut on a lathe

without changing any other geometry of the modification opening. A

photograph of this insert is shown in figure 4(d). The wing stubs have

been removed to show the back face surface and sides of the modification

opening. The wing stubs we;.- attached to the lateral sides of the opening

for each data test run.

The test results of the four modification openings are shown in

figure 7. Due to time limitations the openings of . 95 cm and 1. 11 cm

were not completed in this test series and thus no conclusion can be

drawn concerning optimum chordwise opening size. The data of figure 7

k' 7
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do sIhow that lift is moderately sensitive to change in the chordwise opening,

bi io trend can be identified which indicates a prefeirred opening size.

An elliptical shape mnodification opening wr.s tested in the exploratory

leading edgý. modification study. Tc obtain information on the sensitivity

of lift to the modification opening shape, a teardrop shape opening was

tested in the straight wing model. Three sizes of teardrop shape modifi-

cation openings were tested. The inserts and their associated openings are

shown in figure 4. The CL vs a results obtained with each of the rnodifica-

_Ion openings is shown in figure 8.

The CL vs a results obtained with insert #12 were chosen as the best

lift characteristics obtained in this test series. This lift result is compared

with that of the baseline wing and the best lift result obtained with an elliptical

shape modification opening (insert #10) in figure 9. The teardrop shape

opening results show an increase in C1 n and aestal relative to the base-

line wing but reduced C1,max relative to the elliptical shape modification

opening. The significant feature of this test series was the low drag exhibittd

by insert #12. Figure 10 compares the change in drag, relative to the base-

line wing, of inserts #12 and #10. In the angle of attack range from 0 to 21

degrees the teardrop shape opening has a lower drag than the elliptical

modification opening.

3. 2 Swept Planform Wing

3. 2. 1 Preliminary Study

The swept wing leading edge modification opening tests began -r

with one insert located at the wing root. Subsequent tests were



conducted with the insert located at successive outboard positions. The

best lift curve results of this test series were obtained with run #241,

#242 and #238. These results were obtained with insert #26 located at

stations SB/ 6A, 6A1 6B and 6B/ 7B, respectively. Figure 11 shows a

comparison of these test results. The results of run #242 were selected

as representing the preliminary optimum lift characteristics obtainable

with one leading edge modification opening.

An elliptical shape modification opening was used in these initial

tests to maximize CLax . The orientation of the modification opening

back face surface relative to the wind tunnel longitudinal axis was studied

to determine the sensitivity of lift to this modification parameter. This

surface was parallel to the leading edge in insert 1126. Insert #25 was W

fabricated with the back surface face perpendicular to the tunnel longitudinal

axis. The other modification configuration features of insert #25 were

patterned after those of insert #26. Both inserts were tested at the 63/ 7A

spanwise location. The force/ moment results of these two insert configura-

tions showed no significant differences. The insert opening back face con-

figuration of insert #Z6 was used for the remainder of the swept wing study.

A test series was then conducted with insert #26 at the 6A/ 6B span-

wise location and insert #30 mounted first at the wing root and then moved

toward insert #Z6 with each subsequent test. The best results of this test

series were obtained with test runs #248, #Z49 and #250. These test runs

correlated with insert #30 being installed at the spanwise location of ZB/ 3A,

3A/3B and 3B/4A, respectively. The lift characteristics obtained with

-,9



these three configurations are shown in. figure 12. The result of test ¶
run #249 was selected as representing the preliminary optimun lift m aodi

fication obtainabl,ý with two leading edge modifications. Although the tekt

configuration of run #248 attained a higher stall angle of attack, relative

to run #249, the more pronounxced negative lift curve slope lo( ated at the

angle of attack oi 23 and 3h degrees were evaluatee as more than offsetting

the increase in astall of test run #248.

3e 2. 2 Lift Optimization Study

The modification opening geometry of inserts #30 and #26 had not

been tailored for lift performance in the swept wing model. The test pro-

gram to this point had identified a preliminary optimum rnodification

iocation for the two-insert configuration. It was rn3w decided t:o iterativtly V
change the modification opening geometry of these two inserts to achieve

an increase in 0 Lnx and astal1. This optimization process was carried

out in two stages. First the modification opening of the inboard insert

S(#30) was changed and that of the outboard insert (#26) was unaltered.

Upon achieving a preliminary optimum opening geometry for the inboard

insert, this was kept constant and the modification opening o the outboard

insert (#26) was iteratively changed.

The primary modification opening features which were changed duxing

these iterative cptin-ization st'udies vere the wing stub thickness, wing

stub gap opening, and choidwise and spanwise opening located just aft the

wing stubs. The filling and enlargenment associated with these feature

changes was accomiplished with nmodelling clay whenever possible.

-C10
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In this optimization study the lift values for each test angle of attack

were hand recorded. Complete data reduction and plotting were only used

for test ruts where docunmentation was thought necessary for future analysis.

No permanent documentation was made of the many interation results

obtained in the optimization process.

Following each test run, the data. was analyzed and compared with the

previous tcst results. From these comparisons successive iterations

were identified, modelled and t.c)sted. This iterative process evolved the

modified configuration opening of insert #30 shown in figure 13. A compari-

son of the lift characteristics obtained with this modified opening geometry

of insert #30 and the unaltered opening of insert #26 is shown as test run

#i266 in figure 14. The wing configuration of test run #249 was identical to

that of test run #266 with the exception that the insert #30 opening was not

filled.

The second stage of this optimization study was then conducted with

the pzeliminary optimum opening shape of the inboard insert held constant

and iterative cAanges m-nade to the opening of the outboard insert. _During

this test series the data indicated that a larger opening should be used in

the outboard insert. Thus insert #31 was fabricated and used for the

remainder of the test series. Successive changes to this insert evolved

the modified opening configuration of insert #31 shown in figure 13. Since

this result (#275) completed the optimization study, the results obtained in the

4 former stages of the optimization study and the baseline wing results are

Sincluded with test run #1275 in figure 15. Relative to the results of test A

A . ......



run #266, the outboard modification opening geometry change increased

the value of CLiax with an acconmpanying decrease in astall of Z degrees.

Although the change in lift characteristics was the primary criteria

used in the optimization study, the change in drag and pitching moment

associated with the leading edge modifications were recorded for each test

run. The drag and pitching momient characteristics of the configuration

studied in test run #275 are representative of the results obtained with other

modification configurations.

Figures 16 and 17 show the drag and pitching monoment data of test run

#275 relative to the baseline wing. From 0 to 19 degrees angle of attack

the drag of the modified wing was slightly less than that of the basic wing,

The modified wing results showed a slight decrease in the stall (nose

up pitching moment) gradient and a 7 degree angle of attack margin, for this

pitch up, relative to the baseline wing.

The results of test runs #249, #266 and #275 show that an increase in

CLnax is accompanied by a decrease in astall" Additionally, it was noted

that the lift readings fluctuated significantly in the angle of attack range above

30 degrees during the test runs of the optimization study. The decrease in

astall with increase in CLmax and fluctuating lift values were not experienced

in the straight wing test program. Thus a study was conducted to identify the

cause of these two phenomenon. The distance between the swept wing root

leading edge and the upper surface of the wind tunnel was significantly

decreased at the higher angles of attack. Thus it appeared plausible that

this tunnel surface was interferring with the wing flow field at the higher

12
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angles of attack. Wool tufts were attached to the ceiling of the tunnel to aid

in obtaining some physical evidence of the flow field impinging on this surface.

In subsequent wind tunnel tests these tufts showed a high activity level only

when the lift values fluctuated. This correlation appeared to verify the

existence of flow field interference associated with the leading edge

modifications which developed high CL values in the angle of attack range

above 30 degrees. This interference appeared to prevent a stable develop.

ment of the vortex flow field generated by the leading edge modification,

resulting in a formulation/ dissipation cyclic process.

It was felt that the upper lift values obtained, in the angle of attack

range above 30 degrees, probably represented the lift generated by a modified

wing with a stable vortex flow field. Thus the averaged values recorded by

the data acquisition system gave a conservative result of the modified wing's

performance at these angles of attack. A leading edge modification configura-

tion was tested which used the modified insert #30 at the 3A/ 3D location and

the modified insert #26, shown in figure 13, at the 6A/6B location. This test

configuration developed relatively large lift fluctuations above 30 degrees a

and both high and low values were manually recorded. The results of this

test are shown in figure 18.

The high value lift results are similar to those achieved in the straight

Swing tests where the leading edge of the wing did not comne as close to the

upper tunnel surface as the swept wing at these high angles of attack. These

test data indicate that the modified swept wing results of this study may be

conservative with regard to the C1 1 and Orstall values.
rniax
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3. 2. 3 Reynolds Number Study

A wind tunnel test speed of 39.62r m/sec was used for both the straight

and swept wing model tests. This resulted in an average test Reynolds

number of 1. 3 x 10 6 for the tests conducted in this study.

Upon finishing the optimization study, a modification was rerun at a

tunnel speed of 21.34 m/sec. The results were compared with those obtained

with a tunnel speed of 39. 6Z m/sec to evaluate the significance of Reynolds

,number effects. A similar test series was conducted with the basic wing.

These two comparisons are plotted in figure 19 as a difference value

obtained between the higher and lower Reynolds number tests for each

configuration.

The similarity between the two results indicates that the Reynolds

number effect evidenced in the modified wing results is associated with

the basic wing.

Structural considerations of the balance tripod attachment menmber

precluded higher test speeds and Reyiu.id numbers with the wing models

of this study.

3. 3 Flow Visualization Study

In the exploratory study, a preliminary analysis of the modified flow

field was conducted with wool tufts and smoke injection. In the swept wing

test program fluorescent dye/oil smear tests were conducted to provide

additional flow field information. Ultraviolet light was used to photograph

the smear contours generated by the modification flow field. The results

14



of both straight and swept planform flow visualization tests were used to

construct a model of the modified wing flow field.

These results indicated that the primary contribution of the leading

edge openings is a pair of vortices generated at each side of the opening.

These vortices extend downstream over the wing surface and influence the

lift characteristics of the wing in two ways. Each rotational vortex flow

field produces an incremental decrease in static pressure and induces a

lower effective angle of attack on the wing surface outside the area lying

behind the modification opening. An accompanying increase in effective

angle of attack is induced in the area behind the modification opening. Since

this area is confined between the pair of vortices, its influence is limited

relative to the area experiencing the lower induced angle of attack. A more

detailed description of how the vortices affect the wing lift characteristics

is contained in reference 5. The sketch shown in figure 20 provides a

pictorial representation of the modification opening flow field synthesized

from the flow visualization tests conducted to date.

The fluorescent dye/oil smear tests were also used to obtain some

physical interpretation of the swept wing force/moment characteristics.

Figures 21 and ZZ show the smear contours obtained with the one and two

modification insert configurations. Significant aspects of the flow field

indicated by each contour pattern is described below each photograph.
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4. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The straight wing tests were conducted to provide information on

the relationships between specific features of the modification opening

geonmetry and their associated lift characteristics.

Additional testing will be needed to identify the optimization criteria

for the modification chordwise opening size. The teardrop modification

opening study indicated that proper tailoring of the modification opening

shape can be used to reduce the drag of the modified wing in the low angle

of attack reginme. These drag results actually showed a slight inmprovement

in drag compared to the basic wing from 4 to II degrees angle of attack.

The swept wing force/ moment results wero achicved by a paramnetric

study of location and modification geometry variables. The stall angle of

attack has been increased from 27 degrees (basic wing) to 36 and 34 degrees

with the modifications of test runs #266 and #275, respectively. A n axi-

4 mum lift coefficient comparable to the basic wing was achieved by the

modification configuration of test run #275. The wind tunncl interference

study results indicate that the potential of the leading edge modification to

increase the stall angle of attack and lift coefficient relative to the basic

wing can be significantly greater than the results obtained in test runs #266

and #275.

The drag and pitching moment characteristics obtained in test run

#275 were representative of those obtained with the other modification

configurations. The modification results showed no increase in drag below i

19 degrees and a small improvement in the stall nose up pitching moment

16



relative to the, basic wing. No attempt was made to rnodify or improve

the drag or pitching rnoment characteristics obtained with the leading edge

modification openings. Thus more improvement in these characteristics

could be expected with proper geometry tailoring of the leading edge

openings.

The results of the fluorescent dye/oil smear tests conducted on the

swept wing correlated with the tuft and smoke tests performed previously

with the straight wing in identifying the primary features of the modification

flow field. These tests indicated that a vortex was formed on either side of

the modification opening. The flow field of these vortices induced a higher

angle of attack en the wing area lying downstream of the opening and a

lower angle of attack on either side of this region downstream of the opening.

The velocity of the vortex flow field produced an additional reduction

in static pressure compared to the unmodified wing flow field. This lower

static pressure produced an additional suction on the wing surface under-

lying each of the vortices. This vortex lift and the lower induced angle of

attack appear to be the mechanism by which the modification opening changes

the lift, drag and pitching moment of a modified wing.

It should also 6e stressed that these results do not represent the

optimum leading edge configuration. The scope of this study did not allow

a thorough optimization program to be completed.

This study also served to identify other enhancing characteristics

associated with the leading edge modifications:

U:.. 17 -
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1. The lift versus angle of attack curve can be tailored with changes

in the modification geometry.

2. The modifications are passive and thus do not increase the

pilot workload or fail to operate when neglected by the pilot.

3. The modifications are applicable to control surfaces which

could further enhance an airplane's resistence to departure

from controlled flight.

is1
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

On the basis of the experimental results given in this report, it is

concluded that the leading edge modifications have the potential for in-

creasing the lift capability and stall angle of attack and moderating the

nose up pitching moment at stall. It is further concluded that these

characteristics can serve to enhance: (1) aircraft maneuverability for

the fighter and attack mission, and (2) aircraft stall resistance in the

approach and landing phase of flight operations. Additionally, the test

results indicate that these enhancing characteristics can be achieved with

no increase in drag for the cruise and climb angle of attack range.

in addition to the above general conclusions, the following specific

conclusions were also formulated.

1. The teardrop shape modification produced a lower drag coefficient

relative to the elliptical shape modification when tested in the

straight planform wing.

2. The chordwise modification opening study results did not

define a trend for achieving an optimum opening dimension in

the straight planform wing tests.

3. The swept wing tests showed that the leading edge openings

increased the stall angle of attack from 27 to 36 degrees.

4. The swept wing tests showed that the lift obtained with the

modification openings was increased when using two openings

instead of one; the lift achieved with the two modification

19



opening was comparable to that of the unmodified wing even

with flow field interference present.

5. The wind tunnel interference study results indicated that the

modification optimization results were adversely affected by the

impingement of the modification flow field on the upper tunnel

surface.

6. The preliminary Reynolds number study results showed that

6 6
in the range from .8 x 10 to 1.4 x 10 no Reynolds number

effects were associated with the leading edge modifications,

7. The flow visualization study results correlated with the results

of the exploratory study in indicating that the primary feature

of the leading edge modification flow field was the pair of

vortices generated at each side of the modification opening.

On the basis of the above conclusions, it is recommended that the

leading edge modification study be extended into the free flight phase of

development. This would involve conducting the wind tunnel tests and

analytic studies needed to support the flight test program. The flight test

vehicle could be a RPV, drone or manned aircraft; the manned aircraft

would enable a more complete flight evaluation to be conducted and thus

would be the preferred test vehicle. The flight test program would aid in

defining the primary role which the leading edge modifications should be

designed to perform.

zo
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Insert #25

The dimensions of the primary geometrical features are given below:

1 . Elliptical shape opening with the back face surface
;p perpendicular to the wing tuninel longitudinal ax53

S2. Outboard stub thickness - 1. 1Z cmn

S3. Inboard stub thickness - 1. 63 crn

LI

4. Spanwise opening - 6. 35 cin

5. Chordwise opening - 3.43 c rn

6. Wing stub opening - 2.34 crm

Initial wing stub gap of insert #25 was .84 cm, the 2.*34 cm opening shown

above was made for a test examining the effect of increased gap size.

Figure 6(a). Leading Edge Inserts Used in the Swept Planform Wing

Study with their Respective Modification Openings
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Insert #26

The dimensions of the primary geometrical features are given below: -

1. Elliptical shape opening with the back face surface
parallel to the wing leading edge

2. Outboard stub thickness - 1. 14 cm i

3. inboard stub thickness - 1. 40 cm--

4. Spanwise opening - 7.04 cm...

5. Chordwise opening - 3.38 cm _

6. Stub gap opening - 0. 79 cm

Figure 6(b). Leading Edge Inserts Used in the Swept Planformn Wing
Study with their Respective Modification Openings
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Insert #30

The dimensions of the primary geometrical features are given below.

1. Teardrop shape opening

2. Outboard stub thickness - 1. 35 cm

3. Inboard stub thickness - 1. 35 cm

4. Spanwise opening - 3.96 cm ,-

5. Chordwise opening - 4. 14 cm I

6. Stuab gap opening - 0. 97 cm

Figure 6(c). Leading Edge Inserts Used in the Swept Planform Wing

Study with their Respective Modification Openings
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Insert #31

The dimensions of the primary geometrical features are given below:

1. Elliptical shape opening with the back face surface
parallel to the wing leading edge

Z. Outboard stub thickness - 1. 63 cm

3. Inboard stub thickness - 2. 01 cm

j4. Spanwise opening - 7.87 cm

5. Chordwise opening - 3. 96 cm

6. Wing stub gap opening - 0. 53 cmI.I
Figure 6(d). Leading Edge Inserts Used in the Swept Planform Wing

Study with their Respective Modification Openings
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I I I J
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Figure 7. Lift Characteristics Associated with Varying Insert Cut-Out
Chord Dimension
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Figure 8. Lift Characteristics Associated with Three Teardrop Shape
Modification Openings
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Figure 9. Lift Characteristics Associated wi.th Teardrop and Elliptical
Shape Insert Openings Compared with the Baseline Wing 41
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Figure 10. Comparison of Drag Characteristics Between Teardrop
and Elliptical Shape Insert Openings
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Figure 11. Preliminary CL vs a Optimization Results Using One
Modification Opening
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Figure 12, Preliminary CL vs a Optimization Rv•sults Using Two
Insert Openings
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Insert #26 (Modified)

The dimensions of the primary geometrical features are given below:

1. Elliptical shape opening with the back face surface

parallel to the wing leading edge.

2. Outboard stub thickness - 1.73 cm

3. Inboard stub thickness - 1.78 cm

4. Spanwise opening - 6.25 cm

5. Chordwise opening - 3. 30 cm

6. Wing stub gap opening - 0. 76 cm

Figure 13(a). Swept Wing Leading Edge Inserts with Modified Opening

Geometry Developed in the Lift Optimization Study
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Insert #30 (Modified)

The dimensions of the primary geometrical features are given below:

1. Elliptical shape opening with the back face surface
parallel to the wing leading edge

Z. Spanwise opening - 1. 07 cm

3. Chordwise opening - 0. 61 cm

Figure 13(b). Swept Wing Leading Edge Inserts with Modified Opening
Geometry Developed in the Lift Optimization Study
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Insert #31 (Modified)

The dimensions of the primary geometrical features are given below:

1. Elliptical shape opening with the back face surface
parallel to the wing leading edge

Z. Outboard stub thickness - 2.44 cm

3. Inboard stub thickness - 1. 91 cm

4. Spanwise opening - 6.73 cm

5. Chordwise opening - 3. 63 cm

6. Wing stub gap opening - 1.09 cm

Figure 13(c). Swept Wing Loading Edge Inserts with Modified Opening
Geometry Developed in the Lift Optimization Study
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Figure 14. Lift Optimization Results Achieved by Changing the

Inboard Insert Opening Geometry
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0 - Baseline wing
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- Two insert modification optimized
for CL (Run #275)

m-ax
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Figure 15. Lift Characteristics Achieved with Various Modification Insert

Configurations During the Optimization of the Swept Planform
Wing
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Figure 17. Comparison of the Pitching Moment Associated with the Leading
Edge Modification Configuration of Test Run #275 with that of the
Baseline Wing
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Figure 19. Comparison of Reynolds Number Effects
Associated with the Modified and Baseline
Swept Planform Wing
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a = 200, C = 1.11

This flow picture shows the smear profile being formed. The
smear is being moved rearward, along the entire wing, from the
leading edge to about 50 percent of the chord. Aft of this chord
position no movement is seen, indicating that the flow has
separated. The two paths extending rearward from each side
of the modification opening are the areas experiencing the maxi-
mum decrease in induced angle of attack from the vortex flow
fields. The vortices have formed on each side of the modification
opening and extend rearward parallel with the wing flow field
streamlines.

Figure 21(a). Fluorescent Dye/Oil Smear Contours Associated
with One Leading Edge Insert Opening
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a=250, G L .28

The smear profile at 25 degrees angle of attack shows that reverse
flow exists at the inboard trailing edge area. This reverse flow
develops a circular flow field which dominates a large area of the
inboard wing section. It also appears to have influenced the inboard
vortex since the axis of this vortex is rotated closer to the leading
edge than is normally observed. The axis of the outboard vortex
passes roughly over the wing tip trailng edge.!I

I
Figure Zl(b). Fluorescent Dye/Oil Smear Contours Associated with

One Leading Edge Insert Opening
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a 330, CL =1. 3 0

This flow pattern picture shows the two vortex axes extending rear-

ward from the modification opening. The angle between the vortex
axes is typical for this angle of attack. Separation areas exist

between the axes of the vortex and on the inboard aft wing section.
Spanwise flow exists along the inboard trailing edge.

Figure 21(c). Fluorescent Dye/Oil Smear Contours Associated with
One Leading Edge Insert Opening
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a36 0  C =1.14
L

This flow pattern shows two characteristics associated w~ith the
modification generated vortices as the angle of attack is increased.

Compared with the patt.ern generated at a = 3330, (1 ) the angle
between the vortex axes ha~s increased, (2) the distance between
the aft wing surface and the vortex axis increa~ses causing a widder
but shorter area under the axes to experience a decreased effective.

angle of attack.

Figure 21(d). Fluorescent Dye/Oil Smear Contours Associated
with One Leading Edge Insert Opening
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a a8 C.L ,66

This flow picture shows the smear profile in the process of being
developed. The chordwise streaks indicate that this dye-oil
material is being moved rearward by the flow field. Where the
streaking stops, toward the trailing edge, separation is indicated.
The intial formation of vortices is seen behind the outboard rnodi-
fication opening. A very narrow band of separated flow extends
rearward between the vortices formed by the outward roijuU3fication
opening. No vortex formation is evident at the inboard modification.

Figure 22(a). Fluorescent Dye/Oil Smear Contours Associated
with Two Leading Edge Insert Openings
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/ A significant change in the dye-oil pattern has occurred as the
S~angle of attack is increased from 8 to 22 degree's. The vortices

developed by the outboard modification appear to be well developed.
They diverge from the opening chordwise centerline with an
accompanying separated flow region between them. Spanwise
flow has developed at the inboard trailing edge region. Thi.s 'A',_o_

feeds into the separated flow region existing between the modifi-
cation generated vortex pair. No vortex development is evident
at the inboard modification.

Figure n t(b). Fluorescent Dye/Oil Smear Contours Associated
with Two Leading Edge Insert Openings
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a Z5 CL 1.25

Increasing the angle of attack from ZZ to Z5 degrees has caused
a significant increase in the separated flow area covering the center
section of the wing. The flow streaks show that reverse flow exists
in this center section area from the trailing edge to the mylar tape
strip (9. Z cm from the leading edge). This streak pattern also
shows evidence of a strong vortex existing from the outboard side
of the outboard modification upening. The influence of this vortex
is keeping the flow attached on a significant portion of the outer
wing section. No evidence of vortex development can be observed
at the inboard modification or from the inboard side of the outboard
location.

Figuret 22(c). Fluorescent Dye/Oil Smear Contours Associated
with Two Leading Edge Insert Openings
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APPENDIX 13

Master List of Tests Conducted on the 300 Swept Wing
for which a Complete Data Analysis was Obtained

Run No. Modification Designation

234 Baseline wing, no modifications

Z35 Baseline wing with wing root modification

Z36 Baseline wing with wing root modification

237 Baseline wing with wing root modification

238 Insert #26 at 6B/7B; no wing root modification

239 Insert #25 at 6B/7A; no wing root modification

240 Insert #25 at 6B/7A; no wing root modification

241 Insert #26 at 5B/6A; no wing root modification

Z42 Insert #Z6 at 6A/6B; no wing root modification U
243 Insert 130 at 5B/6A; no wing root modification

244 Insert #30 at 5B/6A; insert #Z8 at IA

245 Insert #26 at 6A/6B; insert #30 at IB/ZA

246 Insert #26 at 6A/6B; insert #Z0 at lA/lB

247 Insert #Z6 at 6A/6B; insert #30 at ZA/2B

248 insert #26 at 6A/6B; insert #30 at ZB/3A

249 Insert #26 at 6A/6B; insert #30 at 3A/3B

250 Insert #26 at 6A/6B; insert #30 at 3B/4A

251 Insert #26 at 6A/6B; insert #30 at 4A/4B

252 Insert #26 at 6A/6B; insert #30 at 3A/3B

253 Insert #25 at 6A/6B; insert #30 at 3A/ 311

254 Insert #6 at 6B/7A; insert #2-5 at 3B/4A

255 Insert #26 at 6B/7A; insert #30 at 31/4A

256 Insert #Z6 at 6B/7A; insert #30 at 3B/4A

257 Insert #26 at 6B/7A; insert #30 at 3B/4A

Z58 Insert #26 at 6B/7A; insert #30 at 3B/4A

259 Insert #26 at 6B/7A; insert #30 at 3A/3B
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260 Insert #Z6 at 6B/7A; insert #30 at 4A/4B

Z61 Baseline wing, no modifications
(Leading edge sections lA to 7A held in place with mylar tape)

2 62 to 266 Insert #26 at 6A/6B; insert #30 modified at 3A/3B

267 to 270 Insert #26 modified at 6A/6B; insert #30 modified at 3A/3B

271 and 27Z Insert #31 modified at 6A/6B; insert #30 modified at 3A/3B

273 Insert #Z6 modified at 6A/6B; insert #30 modified at 3A/3B

274 and 275 Insert #31 modified at 6A/6B; insert #30 modified at 3A/3B

276 Insert #31 modified at 6A/6B; insert #30 modified at 3A/3B
(Low Reynolds Number test of modified wing)

277 Baseline wing, no modifications

(Low Reynolds Number test of baseline wing)
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